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Brains Aren't Just for Dinner
Brains! Yum! We zombies usually
try to reserve this delicate treat for
dinner but, hey!, I say it’s time to
live it up! I not only advocate having
brains for every meal but, if you
can get them, have brains as inbetween meal snacks, too. After all,
there is already a shortage of brains
in the living so you might as well
treat yourself while you can. If the

living continue their current trend,
there won’t be any of them capable
of coherent thought by the end of
the decade. So, what do we attribute
this trend toward less brain power?
Technology. Texting, social media,
and “smart” phones have accelerated
the decline in cognitive functions.
Luckily, us zombies have only have
one thing on our minds. x

Zombie Elite
Ready for a shocker? Last year,
1% of zombies ate 19% of the total
flesh consumed. The top 10% ate a
record 48.2% of the total flesh eaten.
That doesn’t leave much for the rest
of us! This inequality has got many
zombies up in arms (those that
have arms anyway). Zombie rights
advocates are demanding that steps be
taken to eliminate this disparity. x

The Truth Behind the Super Soldier Project
Conspiracy theorists claim that
the government had a secret project
to create super soldiers. In fact, many
believe that the zombie apocalypse
occurred as a result of the super
soldier project getting out of hand.
Zombie News has discovered the
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truth behind this theory. Government
emails reveal an even more sinister
plot. The government was not
trying to create super soldiers. The
government had been trying to
create politicians! Yes, compliant,
easily controlled, politicians. The

government plot was only moderately
successful because zombies, by nature,
are incapable of being disingenuous.
We are driven by only one thing.
Hunger. As a result, politicians started
the zombie apocalypse when they fed
on their constituents. x
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Business Trends
Zombie Call Centers
Businesses have found a new
way to cut costs -- outsource their
call centers to zombies. Yes, we
realize that many of us zombies are
inarticulate and merely moan or
groan, but, businesses already gave
up on offering any real customer
service years ago when they started
outsourcing call centers to other
countries in the first place.
Now a business can cut even
more costs and still give the
appearance of caring about their
customers.
An added benefit is that, if
a customer becomes irate and
demands to speak with someone
that can actually talk, the call
center can send local zombie
representatives to the customer.
They won’t be able to talk either but
they can deal with the customer
directly and efficiently. You get my
drift?
Our understanding is that
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most zombie call centers even
trade customers for talk time.
Seems like a cost effective solution
for all concerned! OK, maybe
not for the hapless customers but
they were just spending their lives
complaining anyway. Zombie call
centers give them the opportunity
to contribute to society and support
capitalism’s bottom line. That
sounds like a win-win to us! x

Zombie Security Guards
Many businesses are now
5) Even if an intruder dispatches
using zombies as security guards.
a few zombies, it doesn’t matter
Zombies have become a low cost
because all it takes is a bite or
approach to night security for
scratch and the intruder joins
many reasons. 1) Zombies don’t
their ranks. Zombies are a selfrequire payment or creature
replicating supply. 6) A zombie’s
comforts. 2) They eat intruders.
ability to detect their prey is well
3) All that has to be done is to
documented. Their hearing and
release the zombies in
sense of smell are acute and
a warehouse or fenced
they can detect the living
PROTECTED
in area. 4) No training
 within minutes. 7) The
required because zombies,
only cost is for a zombie
SECURITY SYSTEM
INTRUDERS
WILL
by nature, seek out and
wrangler to collect and
BE EATEN
eat any and all intruders.
release the zombies. x
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Why Vegans
Taste Like
Grass
We all know that vegans don’t
taste very good. In fact, they taste like
grass. Just when we think that we’re
going to get a mouthful of flavorful
meat, all we can taste is green stuff.
After much study, we think we have
the answer.
Since vegans don’t eat meat they
don’t have a buildup of flavorful fat
and cholesterol. So, why do they taste
like grass? Too much chlorophyll in
their diet. Mystery solved! x
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